Abstract resources get overloaded can slow down an entire simulation. As with CPU balancing, an overloaded machine is a A key obstacle to large-scale network simulation over weak link whose disk I/O overhead stemming from mem-PC clusters is the memory balancing problem where a ory management by the operating system can significantly memory-overloaded machine can slow down an entire simslow down distributed simulation. Fig. 1 illustrates the imulation due to disk I/O overhead. Memory balancing is pact of memory overload on BGP routing simulation runcomplicated by (i) the dfficulty of estimating the peak ning on a single Linux PC configured with 2 GB or 1 GB memory consumption of a group of nodes during network memory ("BGP A"). There is a factor 9.4 slow down bepartitioning a consequence ofper-node peak memory not tween the two. "BGP B" compares completion time of a being synchronized and (ii) [2, 6] . In distributed simulation, the slow down factor may get further amplified.
complicated by (i) the dfficulty of estimating the peak ning on a single Linux PC configured with 2 GB or 1 GB memory consumption of a group of nodes during network memory ("BGP A"). There is a factor 9.4 slow down bepartitioning a consequence ofper-node peak memory not tween the two. "BGP B" compares completion time of a being synchronized and (ii) trade-off with CPU balancing whose cost metric depends on total as opposed to maximum number of messages processed over time. We = 10 BGPA BGPB investigate memory balancingfor large-scale network sim-8 ulation which admits solutionsfor memory estimation and 6 X balancing not availed to small-scale or discrete-event simr 4 partitions is effected through a barrier mechanism that occurs at fixed time granulity (i.e., epoch) the the minimum 2. Related Work link latency of inter-partition links which assures causal ordering of distributed simulation events [15, 19] . To foNetwork simulation partitioning has been studied in a cus on memory and CPU balancing, we set link latency to number of papers [12, 27, 29] [12] focus is placed on processed, stored, forwarded, and deleted. We track all communication cost with respect to cross traffic and paralmessage related events in DaSSFNet both inside the simulel speed-up in PDNS for partitioning simple topologies. lation kernel and the network stack outside the kernel. The In [3, 8, 28] reducing memory requirement is studied protocol stack in DaSSFNet is comprised of IP/NIC, TCP, from an application based perspective, and in [16, 18] 4 for memory consumption dynamics of two nodes weight in which premium is assigned to reducing edge cut. in a worm propagation simulation where their memory We use up to 32 machines (i.e., k < 32) in the distributed simulations, with 32 machines used for the largest 0.8 problem instances. and worm global exhibiting marginal difference between 0.8 maximum and total cost metrics. We also find that Ci can S 0.6 -nodej j lead to memory imbalance that is significantly worse than D0.4 the uniform cost metric (cf. Fig. 5(b) ). comparing the maximum and total cost metrics. Problem vs. max-of-sum problem.
sizes are specified in parentheses. We find that the maximum metric, overall, outperforms the total cost metric with the gap being highest for worm local and distributed ceiving of messages across network partitions is domiclient/server benchmark applications consistent with the nated by MPI packing and unpacking operations which are above results.
accounted for in both computation and completion time. All else being equal, the more skewed a node load discost metrics are small and large, respectively. Fig. 8 (top) tribution, the harder it is to balance. In both Fig. 8 and 9 ,
shows per-node Mi and Ci load distribution as a function total cost metric has a higher node load skew than maxiof node rank nodes are ranked by their degree with rank mum cost metric. The key difference is that worm local 1 indicating a node with the largest number of neighbors has a significantly bigger skew gap between total and maxfor the BGP benchmark application. The abscissa is imum cost metrics as shown in Fig. 9 (bottom) which leads shown in log-scale to highlight the load values of highto a commensurately large memory imbalance under total degree nodes. We observe a pronounced skew in the vs. maximum cost metric seen in Fig. 6 . The difference load distribution both for the maximum and total cost in initial ramp-up in message memory can be explained by metrics which stems from traffic concentration at highdifferences in application behavior ofBGP and worm local. degree nodes. Traffic skewness, in turn, is induced by power-law tendencies characteristic of Internet measurement topologies [4] .2 The total cost metric Ci exhibits a total: BGP greater skew than the maximum metric Mi since the for-0.8 max: BGP ----mer is a sum over time whereas the latter is the maximum.
.0.6. max (msg) - Fig. 8 (bottom) sum-of-max vs. max-of-sum problem where the maximum memory metric can significantly overestimate actual memory load during partitioning. Despite the fact that the total cost metric does not have this problem due to its closure 5.1.2. Influence of Application Behavior The key difproperty, the maximum cost metric, overall, outperforms ference between BGP and worm local is shown in Fig. 9 the total cost metric with respect to memory balancing. which plots the cumulative node load distribution correThis is due to two factors. sponding to Fig. 8 . In BGP, we observe that both total and ing is found that can balance both memory and CPU well. That this is not a property available to discrete-event simIn this paper we studied the memory balancing probulation in general can be surmised from Fig. 14 which lem in large-scale network simulation where a memoryshows memory and CPU balancing performance across overloaded machine can become abottleneck ofdistributed 16 machines participating in distributed simulation when simulation. We identified two issues pertinent to memory
